
 

 

Newfoundland and Labrador 

Quarterly Climate Summary: Spring 2021 

 

 Summary & significant weather events (March—May) 

  

 Winter started late this year and ended early.  Impacts from this were felt across the 
province, although most severely in Labrador.  Persistent warm temperatures made lake 
and sea ice untrustworthy in many locations.  As a result, travel, hunting and other regular 
activities became too risky for some to attempt. 
 
 While March started snowy in Newfoundland, that quickly changed to a series of 
freeze and thaw events throughout the month.  While snowfall and rainfall amounts gen-
erally remained modest, a particularly strong wind event along the west coast did cause 
some issues for many communities.  In Labrador, precipitation remained mainly as snow, 
with healthy accumulations reported across most of the region.  
 
 Once April arrived in Newfoundland, the snow began to melt quickly.  Persistent 

northeasterlies brought a steady and prolonged dose of rain, drizzle and fog.  River levels surged much earlier than usual, and with the added rain-
fall amounts, flooding became a problem in many areas.  Several stations recorded their wettest or were within their top 3 wettest April’s on record.  
In Labrador, some early-April rainfall caused some flooding issues in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay area, as iced up storm drains were unable to 
discharge the water away from streets.  Otherwise, western and northern Labrador remained snowy while in the southeast the snow pack began to 
melt slowly. 

 
In May, the early melt of the snow pack continued.  Very little snow fell during the month and what did fall had a hard time accumulating 

due to mild temperatures.  Generally, there were only a few notable events which mainly affected western Newfoundland in the form of rainfall.  
However, the second half of May did seem to be windier than usual over southeastern Newfoundland, with sustained winds exceeding 50 km/h 
frequently over a period of two weeks. 

 
Overall, what seemed like it might be an early start to summer, just ended up being a longer version of spring. 
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Significant Weather Events: 

March 

Mar 1-4: A slow moving intense low-pressure system over the Gulf of St Lawrence brought winter conditions to 
southern Labrador and Newfoundland. The system gave 10 to 25 cm to most regions in the first two days and 5 to 10 mm of 
rain to southeastern Newfoundland. Once the system moved into Labrador it stalled resulting in persistent strong winds with 
snow and blowing snow across much of the region with an additional 10 to 20 cm across Newfoundland and southern Labra-
dor. Many delays, cancellations and transportation disruptions were reported due to the storm.  
 

Mar 26-27: A low-pressure system moving by to the south of the island brought a mix of precipitation to Newfoundland. 
Snowfall amounts were near 5 cm in the west and north, while reaching up to 25 cm in the south.  However, the snow was 
also mixed with ice pellets and rain at times. Strong winds with peak gusts in the 70 to 100 km/h range caused blowing snow 
and poor visibilities in some areas.  
 

Mar 29-30: An intense storm whose centre tracked northeastward through the Strait of Belle Isle brought heavy pre-
cipitation to parts of the region. The highest amounts, generally in the 30 to 65 mm range, affected western Newfoundland 
and southeastern Labrador. The heaviest snowfall was across southern Labrador with reported amounts in the 15-25 cm 
range. Winds were very strong especially across the island where peak gusts were above 100 km/h at many locations includ-
ing at Bonavista (117km/h) and Wreckhouse (146 km/h). The high winds caused some significant damage in York Harbour, 
Lark Harbor as well as in the Bay St Georges.  

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/newfoundland-southern-labrador-winter-storm-march-2-1.5933005
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/nl-snow-march-27-1.5966853
https://twitter.com/Donald_G_Ball/status/1376520889374801920
https://twitter.com/cgssea/status/1376565936770097154
https://twitter.com/calwhitejr/status/1376618120530513924


April 

 
April 1-3: A low-pressure system tracked northeastward through Labrador bringing significant rain, snow, freezing 
rain and strong winds to the region. The heaviest precipitation and strongest winds affected Labrador and parts of western 
Newfoundland with amounts in the 40 to 100 mm range and peak gusts in the 70 to 110 km/h range. Significant snowfall af-
fected mostly Labrador. Goose Bay reported 17 cm on the 1

st
 followed by about 31 hours of freezing rain before changing to 

rain. Significant flooding was reported in the area.         
 
 

April 9-13: A trough of low pressure, associated with an area of low pressure south of Newfoundland, moved west-
ward over the island. A mixture of rain, snow and freezing rain swept over the eastern half of the island on the 9

th
 be-

fore changing over to rain on the 10
th
.  Up to 15 cm of snow was reported in the northeast while significant ice accretion was 

reported on the Avalon after roughly 12 to 14 hours of freezing rain, with power outrages affecting many customers.  A new 
low pressure system then formed in the trough which also stalled south of the island, slowly drenching eastern and northeast-
ern Newfoundland with rain until early on the 13

th
.  Rainfall ranged from 50 to 100+ mm in the northeast, and from 100 to 

150+ mm in the southeast. Road washouts and flooding were reported in many areas. In addition, strong northeasterly winds 
developed along Newfoundland’s south coast on the 13

th
, with maximum gusts between 96 and 136 km/h at various stations. 

Some damage due to the high winds was reported.  
 
 
 

April 22-23: A low-pressure system moved through New Brunswick and stalled over the western Gulf of St. Law-
rence.  Rain and strong winds swept across Newfoundland while a mixture of rain and snow affected Labrador. Peak 
wind gusts at Wreckhouse reached 138 km/h.  A transport truck overturned and blocked the Trans-Canada Highway near the 
Starlite Trail. In Labrador, Wabush reported 23 cm of snow with 17 cm at Nain.   
 
 

April 26-27: Another Low pressure system tracked into and stalled over the western Gulf of St. Lawrence.  Strong 
winds and heavy rain affected Newfoundland while a mixture of both rain and snow affected Labrador. The highest rainfall 
amounts ranged from 35 to 70 mm with some minor flooding reported on the Avalon Peninsula. High winds at both Rocky 
Harbour and Wreckhouse reached 135 km/h gusts. Some damage was reported on the west coast. 
Winds serve up damage to Lark Harbour, Newfoundland restaurant | SaltWire   

  

https://twitter.com/ECCCWeatherNL/status/1382335880602484741
https://twitter.com/ECCCWeatherNL/status/1382335880602484741
https://twitter.com/RCMPNL/status/1385287681354125313
https://twitter.com/ingridpercy/status/1386852048503812099
https://twitter.com/ingridpercy/status/1386852048503812099
https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/lark-harbour-restaurant-damaged-by-high-winds-100581228/?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1619610069


May 

 

Late April to early May: A persistent easterly flow brought drizzle, fog and low visibilities to the Labrador coast, re-
sulting in lengthy flight delays for passengers and resupply of essential items including food. Labrador town nearly runs out of 
toilet paper due to backlogged cargo flights | SaltWire 
 
 

May 21-23: A low-pressure system tracked across Newfoundland and brought heavy rainfall especially to western 
parts of the island. Many locations reported rainfall amounts in the 40 to 100 mm rage. Many locations reported strong winds 
with peaks gusts in the 70-90 km/h range. Some localized flooding was reported in southwestern Newfoundland.  

https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/backlogged-cargo-a-problem-for-labrador-airline-100587339/?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1620909366-3
https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/backlogged-cargo-a-problem-for-labrador-airline-100587339/?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1620909366-3


Provincial Climate Overview (March—May): 

Temperature (Departure from Normal):  

 
Spring average temperatures were somewhat above normal for Newfoundland, with a 

warmer March and April offset by a near normal May. In Labrador we saw temperatures 1 to 3 de-
grees above normal over most areas, except in the west and east where anomalies were 0.5 to 1 de-
gree above normal. Hopedale reported its 2nd warmest spring on record.  

 
 
 
Newfoundland and Labrador had above normal temperatures for the month of March. The 

monthly mean temperatures generally ranged from 1 to 3 C above normal. Southwestern parts of 
the island were the only regions to have near normal temperatures.  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Temperatures across NL were significantly above normal in April continuing the pattern set in 
the winter. Monthly mean temperatures ranged from 1 to nearly 5 C above normal. This April 
ranked among the top 5 warmest on record at many areas in the province. It was the warmest April 
on record in the Channel-Port aux Basques, Daniel’s Harbour, Winterland, and L’anse-au-Loup are-
as.  

 

 

 

 

 Temperatures across NL in May were generally near normal except for northern Labrador 
where temperatures were 1-3 C above normal.  

 

 

Right: Temperature anomalies based on observations for Newfoundland and Labrador for (from top) 

March-May combined, March, April, May. 



Precipitation (Departure from Average/Percentage of Climatology): 

 

  Spring was generally near the average for Newfoundland in terms of precipitation, ex-
cept for some areas in the east and southwest, which ended up with 125 to 150% of average. In 
Labrador, many areas saw precipitation totals roughly 125 to 150% of average, with the exception 
of the Upper Lake Melville area, which was near or just slightly above average. However, along 
the north Labrador coast precipitation totals reached 150 to 200%, or even more, of average. 

 
 
 
 

Total precipitation amounts for March were generally above average across Labrador with 
the exception of the southeast where amounts were near average. The greatest anomalies were 
in the west and north where totals exceeded 275% of average in some locations. Across New-
foundland, precipitation amounts were generally near average with some areas slightly above or 
below. 

 

 

 

Total precipitation amounts for April were generally near to somewhat above average across 
most of the region. Southeastern portions of the Island were well above average with amounts ex-
ceeding twice the monthly average. Portions of the West Coast received less than 50 percent of 
the monthly average. Channel-Port aux Basques area received 252.6 mm of precipitation making 
this April its wettest on record since 1898. The Bonavista area received 196.9 mm and the St. 
John’s area received 293.4 mm of precipitation, making this April the second and third wettest on 
record respectively at these locations.  

  
  
 
 Western Newfoundland and coastal sections of Labrador were much wetter than average in 
May. In contrast, southeastern Newfoundland and parts of central Labrador were drier than 
average. Elsewhere, precipitation totals were near average.  

 

Right: Precipitation anomalies for Newfoundland and Labrador for (from top) March-May combined, 
March, April, May. Anomalies based on averages for the 2002-2020 period. 



Seasonal temperature averages and precipitation totals compared to equivalent values (“normals”) based on 
averages and totals of monthly normals for March to May 2021, for selected locations in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. 



  

Total Snowfall and Snow Depth 

  The spring snowfall breaks down as follows: Roughly 20 to 60 cm (near to slightly above normal) fell in the southeastern-most parts of the 
Island.  Elsewhere on Newfoundland, 60 to roughly 100 cm (below or well below normal) fell, with areas likely exceeding 150 cm over highest 
elevations of the west coast.  In Labrador, the southeast and along Lake Melville saw a similar 60 to 100 cm (below normal).  Elsewhere, totals 
reached between 100 and 200 cm (near or just above normal), with some localized pockets near 300 cm over higher elevations of the Torngat 
Mountains. 

   Snow depth by the end of May was limited to inland areas, especially over higher terrain and away from most communities.  In general 5 
to 20 cm remained over higher elevations, with 40 to 80 cm locally over highest terrain.  Similar to the snowfall, the maximum depths were locat-
ed in northern Labrador, with 100 to 200+ cm estimated over the Torngat Mountains.    (Note: snow depths displayed in the image below are 
estimates from model data. The model analysis of snow depth includes assimilation of station daily snow depth observations. The estimates 
may under-represent the amount of snow on ground for some areas, especially in Newfoundland).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Total snowfall for March, April, May 2021 combined (experimental product estimated using a blend of observations and 
model (forecast) data). Right: Snow depth at the end of May 2021 (model data). 



Sea Surface Temperature (Departure from Normal): 

    
   Note: We are excluding the area over the southern Grand Banks where the Labrador Current and the Gulf Stream meet.  

This area is extremely variable even in normal conditions. Grey areas may represent gaps in data or presence of sea ice. 
    
   With warmer air temperatures came warmer waters. For each of March, April and May, sea surface temperatures were generally 

about 1 to 3 C warmer than average over open water and 3 to 5+ C warmer over coastal Newfoundland waters.  Another area that stands out 
is near the ice edge in the Labrador Sea, where temperatures were generally 3 to 5 C warmer than normal for March and May. We can also 
see a small ribbon of roughly 0 to 1 C colder than normal extending southeastwards from south Labrador Sea, likely due to sea ice melting.   

    
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) monthly mean SST anomaly map (based on 1981-2010 Normals) for Mar (left), 
Apr (middle), and May (right), 2021 - https://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/view/globaldata.html#SSTA 

 

 



Sea Ice Coverage (Analysis / Concentration departure from normal): 

 

 Newfoundland did not record any sea ice for the month of May. Typically, there would have been 2% ice coverage at the beginning of 

May with most of the ice residing near the Northern Peninsula and in the Strait of Belle Isle. By the end of May, all of the ice usually melts 

away.  With the ice season having ended, the 2020/2021 ice season ties the 2010/2011 ice season as the second lowest overall ice coverage 

behind the 2009/2010 season. 

 Labrador started out the month of May near 3% ice covered compared to the median of 12% ice covered. Ice coverage grew very slightly 

in the second week of May before falling slightly again in the second half of May, down to 1.6% ice covered, well below the median of 7.5% ice 

covered. Ice conditions changed very little through the month as sea ice continued to drift along the Labrador coast through the month. The sea 

ice remained close to the Labrador coast and north of Groswater Bay.  Lake Melville was completely open water with the last of the ice melting 

in the far eastern sections by May 23rd.  By the end of May, the ice conditions represent the 2nd lowest ice coverage, with the 2010/2011 ice 

season recorded as having the lowest ice coverage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above Left:  Sea ice analysis chart for May 31, 2021 — Above right: Sea ice concentration departure from normal: May 31, 2021 



Provincial Impacts (March—May): 

 

A mild winter continued: 

Mild conditions continued through much of spring, causing an early exit for the snow pack over most areas.  By the end of April, most of 
Newfoundland’s snow pack was already gone, and parts of Labrador were already melting.  A late March early April freezing rain storm caused 
some flooding in Happy Valley-Goose Bay due to iced up storm drains.  In Newfoundland, the early snow melt timed with a particularly heavy 
rainfall in early April to cause some flooding across Newfoundland.  A section of the Trans-Canada Highway was washed out near Springdale, 
cutting the east of the Island off from the west. 

Sea ice also suffered due to the water temperatures, with persistent easterly winds keeping it glued to the Labrador coast.  It eventually 
made a brief visit to northeastern Newfoundland waters, but nowhere near it’s normal spring time extent.  This basically put an end to the iceberg 
tourism season before it even began, only a small number of bergs were spotted off the Great Northern Peninsula early on. 

In Labrador, a lack of trustworthy sea ice meant locals were less willing to travel  to places they usually go via fast sea ice along the 
coast.  Impacts on fishing and generally on the way of life were significant.  Inversely, some locals from Rigolet were reported to have made a 
trip via boat to Cartwright about a month earlier than usual due to relatively ice free conditions between the two communities.  The trip was re-
quired as the normal snow mobile routes were no longer safe. 

 

Prolonged easterlies cause supply issues for Nain: 

Low ceilings and poor visibilities caused by a lengthy period of easterly winds caused a supply problem in Nain.  Food, toilet paper and 
other essentials were nearly or completely out of stock due to an inability to get flights in to resupply the area.  Nain’s landing limits for ceilings 
and visibility are higher than most airports, requiring at least 1100 feet (335 meters) and 3 miles (4.8 kilometers) to land.  The easterly flow meant 
that the airport was experiencing fog and cloud ceilings below 1000 feet (305 meters) for most of the last weeks of April into the first weeks of 
May. 

 

Low water levels in various rivers: 

Water levels in rivers across the province have been far from normal in some cases.  Along the west coast of Newfoundland, very unusu-
ally low snowfall totals for the winter caused provided very little melt water to refill reservoirs.  As a result, the local pulp mill in the area was 
forced to purchase power from the grid to keep up with demand.  While waters rebounded in some areas due to the spring melt in April, a rela-
tively dry May for most of the island has meant that waters were already much lower than usual by the end of May.  This prompted concerns over 
the upcoming salmon fishing season this summer. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/happy-valley-goose-bay-spring-flooding-1.5975639?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/flooding-rainfall-springdale-newfoundland-1.5985072
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/sluggish-iceberg-season-nl-1.6034212
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/sluggish-iceberg-season-nl-1.6034212
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/labrador-polar-bear-hunt-1.5985705?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar
https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/backlogged-cargo-a-problem-for-labrador-airline-100587339/?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1620909366-3
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/water-levels-kruger-mill-1.5981156?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/water-levels-kruger-mill-1.5981156?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/salmon-angling-2021-1.6039257?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/salmon-angling-2021-1.6039257?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar


 River Flows: 

In March, the mean flow for Eagle River (Labrador) was above normal, while the Upper Humber (western Newfoundland) was below 
normal.  The three remaining rivers were near or just below normal. 

April flows increased significantly over all rivers except the Rocky (southeastern Newfoundland), which became deficient.  
Record flow rates were recorded in both Isle aux Morts (southwestern Newfoundland) and Eagle River, which reported an incredible 12 times 
above median flow for April.  Early spring melt is the likely cause of flow rates rising well above the normal for April, as rivers are usually still 
frozen during this time. 

In May, all Newfoundland rivers were below normal, with the Gander (northeastern Newfoundland), Rocky and the Upper Humber rivers 
all reporting record low flow rates for May.  In Labrador, Eagle River’s mean flow actually increased, but because May is normally the month for 
spring melt, this value was now just slightly above normal. 

The cumulative run-off since October was generally close to normal. 

 

Monthly runoff summary for selected river sites in Newfoundland and Labrador (location map below) for Mar, April, and May 
2021, courtesy of ECCC Water Survey of Canada. 



Drought Conditions: 

 

Abnormally dry conditions were noted in March and April over parts of the west and south coasts. In May, only a small portion of the 
west coast and most of the burin peninsula remained drier than normal.    

Canadian Drought Monitor Map for March 31, 2021 (left),  April 30, 2021 (middle), and May 31, 2021 (right). Drought maps courtesy of 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada. http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/programs-and-services/list-of-programs-and-services/drought-watchcanadian-

drought-monitor/?id=1463575104513 

http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/programs-and-services/list-of-programs-and-services/drought-watch/canadian-drought-monitor/?id=1463575104513
http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/programs-and-services/list-of-programs-and-services/drought-watch/canadian-drought-monitor/?id=1463575104513


 

Spring Season (Period: March-April-May) Temperature Outlook Performance 

 The temperature outlook for spring predicted warmer than normal conditions for the entire province except a small portion of westernmost 
Labrador.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Probability of above, below and near normal temperature from CanSIPS (Canadian Seasonal and Inter-annual Prediction System). Right: 
Forecast Temperature Anomaly. Maps produced February 28, 2021 

 

The observed temperature anomaly matched the forecast remarkably well for the province, with nearly everywhere reporting above nor-
mal temperatures except for a small area in central Newfoundland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Observed Temperature Anomaly – Issued on June 1, 2021 



Summer Season (Period: June-July-August) Temperature / Precipitation Outlook 

  

 For Newfoundland, there is a moderate to high probability for warmer than normal conditions to continue this summer.  In Labrador, we see 
a signal for a warmer than normal summer near the coast, and a slight signal for colder than normal temperatures in the interior. 

 The precipitation forecast (not shown) indicates lower than normal precipitation over southern, central and eastern Newfoundland.  Other-
wise, there are equal probabilities for above, near, and below normal precipitation for the summer. The seasonal precipitation forecast typically 
does not perform as well as the seasonal temperature forecast, so the graphics are not included. 

 

Left: Probability of above, below and near normal temperature from CanSIPS: Produced May 31, 2021. Right: Temperature Anomaly Outlook 
from CANSIPS: Produced May 31, 2021 

https://weather.gc.ca/saisons/index_e.html  

https://weather.gc.ca/saisons/index_e.html


 

Temperature Outlook: Next 4 Weeks 

 

 Generally we see a very strong signal for above normal temperatures across most of the province looking forward.  It is only a small area in 
northernmost Labrador that is expected to remain near or below normal. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above: Forecast probability of above or below normal temperature from the Canadian Global Ensemble Prediction System for June 21 to July 
19, 2021: Produced June 17, 2021 



Atlantic Hurricane Season Outlook  
 
For the 2021 Atlantic Hurricane Season (June 1-November 30), the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is predicting 
another above-normal season (60% probability) for Tropical Storm formation in the Atlantic although it is not expected to be as active as the record 
2020 season. On average about 1/3 of tropical storms in the Atlantic enter the Canadian Response Zone. The first tropical storm of the 
2021 season (Ana) formed May 22 but was short-lived lasting only 2 days. This was the seventh season in a row with a named tropical storm form-
ing prior to the official start of the Hurricane Season. More information is available from NOAA at their website: https://www.noaa.gov/media-
release/noaa-predicts-another-active-atlantic-hurricane-season 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary infographic showing hurricane season probability and numbers of named storms predicted from NOAA's 2021 Atlantic Hurricane Season 
Outlook. (Source: NOAA/Canadian Hurricane Centre (CHC))  

https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/noaa-predicts-another-active-atlantic-hurricane-season
https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/noaa-predicts-another-active-atlantic-hurricane-season


Contact Information: 
 
 
 

Justin Boudreau - Acting-Warning Preparedness Meteorologist  
Email: justin.boudreau@canada.ca  

Phone: (Office) 709-256-6631 
 

Atlantic Climate Centre: 
Email: ec.climatatlantique-climateatlantic.ec@canada.ca 

 

Twitter: @ECCCWeatherNL 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador Quarterly Climate Summaries are available online here: 
 https://www.arctic-rcc.org/quarterly-climate-summary 

 
Maps of monthly and seasonal temperature, precipitation, snowfall, and snow depth for eastern and western Canada, and Canada 

as a whole, and map data sources and methodology are available online here: https://collaboration.cmc.ec.gc.ca/cmc/wtoftpa/www/. 

 

Disclaimer:  

Links to websites that are not under the control of the Government of Canada, referrals to third-party organizations and other information are 

offered on an “AS IS” basis and are provided solely for the convenience of the users. The Government of Canada is not responsible for the ac-

curacy, currency or reliability of the content of such websites neither of the information provided by such organization. The Government of Cana-

da does not offer any guarantee in that regard and is not responsible nor liable for the information found through these links or provided by third-

party organizations. Please be aware that the information offered by non-Government of Canada sites is not subject to the Privacy Act or the 

Official Languages Act and may not be accessible to persons with disabilities. The information offered may be available only in the language (s) 

used by the sites in question. With respect to privacy, visitors should research the privacy policies of these non-government websites before 

providing personal information.  

https://twitter.com/ECCCWeatherNL
https://twitter.com/ECCCWeatherNL
https://www.arctic-rcc.org/quarterly-climate-summary
https://collaboration.cmc.ec.gc.ca/cmc/wtoftpa/www/

